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Very encouraging local inspiration
A man in his forties found he had nose, neck and
liver cancers in July 2008. His eighteen chemos
helped remove all the cancers, leaving the liver
cancer from two to one cm. After 33 radiotherapy
sessions, his liver cancer went up to three cm,
spreading to his small and large intestines.
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Golden Oyster Mushroom
Japanese scientists confirmed its potential double potency over
other mushrooms against cancer cells.
By Peter Lim
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In June 2009, while going through his second
bout of chemos, he sought help. We took a digital
photo and found his cancer was due to
environmental toxins, possibly from his work. He
began to take Golden Oyster Mushroom (GOM),
increasing from one to three packets a day together
with fermented brown rice plant capsules. He
started to use our energy booster patches in Oct
99. His chemo ended in Nov. By Mar 2010, his
scan showed his liver cancer was stable to one
cm and by May, it was down to 0.2cm. He was
so inspired and shared he takes organic food and
vegetables, algae, plum balls, Vitamin C and others,
but no oil, sugar, meat and salt.

1Q : Why is Golden Oyster Mushroom (Tamogi-take)
so good?
A : Hokkaido GOM contains very high concentration of
(1 3) - ß - D – Glucan (112mg/80ml), many times higher
than many known medicinal mushrooms. Recently Beta
Glucans has been widely researched for its strong ability
to stimulate the immune system against cancer, as well as
its anti-angiogenic effects (prevents formation of blood
vessels to starve cancer cells to induce apoptosis, or death
to cancer cells while protecting healthy cells). Studies done
on mice showed a 60 per cent tumour reduction just within
two weeks!
2Q : Is the report of its anti-cancer efficacy published?
A : Yes, the anti-tumour effects were presented at the 96th
Meeting of the American Association for Cancer Research
in April 2005 by A/Prof. Kazunori Kato of Sapporo Medical
University, Japan. The reported findings of GOM were
based on the research done on Bio-Good for its
distinguished technology in the cultivation, temperature
control and liquid extraction done in Hokkaido.
3Q : What are its other health benefits?
A : It is anti-radicals due to the presence of phenolic compounds;
anti-mutagenic, protecting cell mutations due to linoleic
acid; and anti-hypertension due to the presence of
D-mannitol. It helps glucose level control due to the presence
of a peptide and rich in ergosterol (Vitamin D), for calcium
absorption and stronger bones.
4Q : Why is BIO-GOOD so special?
A : Its special liquid extraction allows quicker and maximum
absorption and potency effects with hardly any residues.
Most mushrooms are in powder, raw or dried form and
take longer time to absorb, with undigested fibres posing
potential toxin built up in a weak body system.
5Q : How is BIO-GOOD best taken?
A : It is best taken before, during, and after treatments. Take
one to three packets daily, one hour before food, the last
packet fifteen minutes before bed time.

6Q : Are there testimonials to support the goodness of
Bio-Good?
A : Yes, many testimonials are found in our website covering
cancer of lungs, brain, intestines, stomach, prostate,
esophagus, pancreas and breast, all with good results.
7Q : What is FACT 99?
A : It is a fermented antioxidant cellulose treatment made from
brown rice plant, fermented for 400 days, discovered by
Dr. Hanaoka of Japan. 21 times more potent than Vitamin
C without any side effects, turning harmful free radicals
to harmless water, it is a very powerful antioxidant against
free radicals. This allows the body to naturally repair and
heal the damaged cells and be given the chance to recover
to healthy cells.
It helps promote liver enzymes function to perform well in
metabolism, storage, filtration, toxin excretion and glucose
conversion. Diabetics are normally required to reduce their
calorie intake with modern medicine. But with FACT 99,
this is not necessary which makes it a very special product
to pay attention. Acute toxicity tests were carried out by
the Litchfield Wilcoxon test and found it to be safe.
8Q : What other products could help in anti-tumour?
A : Organic food with higher nutrients and free of toxicity;
Chlorella, green algae and Chlorella Growth Factor extract
for protein, blood cleansing, detoxification and generating
new healthy cells; Plum Balls to protect the liver; Aloe Vera
Concentrate to enhance immune functions; Kombu seaweed
with anti-cancer properties; Ecomer to increase white and
red blood cells and platelets; Badmaeuv 269 to detoxify
heavy metals and environmental pollutants; Nutrizyme to
strip the external coating of cancer cells for immune system
to recognise and attack; pH Balance Plus to reduce overly
acidic environment to prevent cancer cells to thrive; Herbs
dedicated to specific cancer; Olive Gold, an oxygen therapy
in olive oil; Flax oil with cottage cheese (Budwig Protocol)
for cell health; Energy booster patches to uproot the root
causes for immune system to fight back; Salvesterol, an
organic fruit and vegetable extract capsule, to cause potential
death to only cancer cells.

Visit our website at www.natures-glory.com, click to “Bio-Good”.
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